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REVIEW ESSAY
Sauli Takala
University of Jyviikylfl, Finland
A Review of Language Two by Heidi Dulay, Marina Burt, and Stephen
K ra shen.N ew Y ork: Oxford U ni versi tyP ress,1982.315pp.
ln Language Two, Dulay, Burt, and Krashen have produced a synthesis
of what they consider to be the state-of-the-artknowledgeabout second
languageacquisitionand learning.The authors are well known within the
profession and the book will undoubtedly be widely read and quoted.
Without hesitationI recommendthat it be read by the profession.In this
review, however,I will also demonstratewhy the book should be quoted
with some caution. First, I will summarizethe main points of the book,
make a few critical comments,and then concludeby outlining aspectsof an
alternative line of L2 research.
The authors of Language Two begrn with a somewhat immodest and
implausible claim that teaching methods have been developed largely
knowledge,since"much of what we know about
without research-based
the way people learn languageshas beendiscoveredonly in the past twenty
"the learner'scontribution to
years" (p. 8). This researchhas shown that
the whole learning process has been highly underestimated,"while a
knowledgeof thesecontributions is said to help improve current teaching
"natural learning
practices.The authors say that they will concentrateon
processes"and that they believethat such information will help teachers
understand "why students perform well or badly, or in an unexpected
manner, and that it should provide an explanation to people who still
cannot engagein a foreign languageconversationafter yearsin a language
"the exciting
class" (p. 8). The authors state as their purpose to present
findings of the last decade in greater detail together with their teaching
implications" (p. 8). They also say that their guidelinesto teachersare
"basic" rather than "applied" researchstudies.Basicstudiesare
basedon
defined as focusing on how learning takes place rather than on the
"They describehow learnersbehave,
evaluation of teaching techniques.
react and think in various learning situations" (p.261).
The reader will soon discover Dulay, Burt, and Krashen do, in fact,
"Purpose" section.Earlier
follow the agendathey set for themselvesin the
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researchand writing on foreign languagelearning is totally neglectedor
quoted very selectively.Also, the scopeof the researchdiscussedis, for the
most part, l i mi ted to the " morpheme"studi es.Thus, the boo k doesnot go
very far in addressingwhat one might expectfrom its comprehensivetitle.
A more informative title would have been, for instance."What We Can
Learn From Studies in the Acquisition of the First Grammatical
Morphemes:Extrapolationsand a PersonalView." Readerswith a better
command of the English idiom might be able to come up with a shorter
title. It would not be surprising if some readers were baffled and
disappointed when the book did not deliver what its title seemedto
promise. Before discussingother problematic aspectsof the book, I will
give a brief summary of its main points.
Language ?"wosetsout to presenta systematicaccount of how "creative
construction" (p. I l) operatesin L2 acquisition.According to this view,
the learner'sverbal performance is affected by an interaction between
languageenvironment and the learner'sinternal processingmechanisms.
This is illustrated in Figure l.
As the figure indicates,theJilter acts as a screenof languageinput from
the languageenvironmentand, if the focus is on communicatingmeaning,
the intake is then processedsubconsciouslyby the organizer. The
organizer is responsiblefor the learner'sgradual organization of the new
languagesystem.If the focusis on form,the monitor undertakesconscious
linguistic processingand makes it possible for learners to consciously
produce,correct,and edit utterances.Thesethree basicinternal processes
are affected by the learner'sage (cognitive maturity) andpersonalitl,, vrr6
these tend either to inhibit or enhance processing.The learner'sy'rsl
language is also assumed to have some, although minor, effect on the
innate learning processors.
Dulay, Burt, and Krashenclaim that languageperformanceis enhanced
when learnersare exposed to natural languageinput, preferably from
peersor membersof the sameethnic group, when focusis on meaning(not
on linguistic form) and on comprehensibleconcretereferents(here-andnow) and when learnersare not forced to speak before they are inclined
(ready) to do so (a "silent" period). Such characteristicsproduce a
favorable mecro-environment. On the other hand, the salience and
frequencyof languageitems and the correction of errors, which have often
been assumed to be favorabl e features of the l i ngui st ics m icr oenvironment, are said to be of questionable value. "Correction of
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I N T E R N A LP R O C E S S I N G
Personality

(----LANGUAGE
ENVIRONMENT

, LEARNER'S
: VERBAL
PERFORMANCE

Figure I. (From Dulay, Burt, and Krashen 1982:6)
grammaticalerrors doesnot [emphasisin the original] help studentsavoid
th e m " (p. 263).
As regards personality factors, Dulay, Burt, and Krashen say that
motivation (whether integrative, instrumental, or social group
identification) does not seemto make as much differencein filtering as was
assumedearlier,when the integrativemotive was thought to be the most
conduciveto languagelearning.Intensity of motivation is said to be more
important. Also, relaxed and self-confidentlearnersare believedto do
both lessfiltering and lessmonitoring, and thus learn faster.
With regard to age,the authors note that when the learnershave reached
the stage of formal operations (Piaget), they appear to engagemore in
monitoring, i.e., in consciouslearningof linguisticrulesand extractingof
linguisticpatterns.Similarly, if the task requiresmanipulation of linguistic
forms or translation, consciousmonitoring is said to be preferred.
Dulay, Burt, and Krashen give a great deal of attention to the
functioning of the Organizer(chapter3) and considerbasicresearchin this
area the most exciting to have been carried out in the 1970s.The basic
thesisis that the outcome of the organizeris very much the same in the
acquisitionof both Ll and L2. This is assumedto be due to the structureof
the human brain. Thus, the interim, transitional constructions that
learnersuse before they acquire a given structure are similar in L I and L2
acquisition.The sameis said to be true of the types of errors made and of
the order in which certain basic structuresof Ll and L2 are acquired.Ll
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has only a minor effect onL2 acquisition.What impact it doeshaveis most
evident in phonology and most pronounced among adults. Therefore,
Dulay, Burt, and Krashenassertthat the assumptionsof early contrastive
analysis concerning negative transfer (interferenceof Ll) and positive
transfer (facilitation) are largely unwarranted. Borrowing and code
switching, rather than showing the intrusion of Ll due to imperfect
mastery of language, are indexes of high language competenceand are
used for specificpurposesin social interaction.
The authors also devote some attention to "special constructions"
(chapter2), calledroutinesand patterns,which are unanalyzedstretchesof
language(formulas)distinctfrom rule-governedaspectsof language.They
typically occur in responseto immediate social situations.
The authors also discusssome aspectsof researchdesign(longitudinal
vs. cross-sectionalstudies),languageelicitation methods(structuredand
unstructured natural communication tasks vs. linguistic manipulation
tasks), and methods of determining the overall level of L2 development
(chapter l0). The book concludes with teaching guidelinessupposedly
derived from the findings and from the model of L2 acquisition(chapter
I I).
The clarity of exposition is exemplaryand can serveas a model for this
kind of writing. A good example of this is the authors' summary of the
major points made in the book (pp. 261-263).Similarly, their teaching
guidelines(pp. 263-269)are clearly formulated. Thus, Language Two has
considerablemerits (clarity of exposition,extensivecoverageof literature
on the acquisitionof the first grammaticalforms and errorsin that process,
and an attempt to build a consistenttheory of L2 acquisition).These
deserveto be recognizedand applauded.Unfortunately, there are also a
number of problemswith the book. Sinceit would requiremore spacethan
is availablehere to deal with all of them, I will mention only a few. These
can be cl assi fi ed as probl emati c assumpti ons, probl emat ic claim s,
problematic uses of the literature (mainly omissions),and problematic
methodological procedures.

Problematic Assumptions
Language Two contains a number of assumptions which the authors
take as givens but which ought at the very least to be regarded only as
alternatives or as problematic solutions that deserveto be discussed
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seriously. Among the most important unstated assumptions are the
following.
"real" purpose of L2 teachingis oral
First, the authors assumethat the
communication skills to cope with face-to-facesituations of
conversationalinteraction. As far as I can see,that is what is so often
"natural" way or approach to language.This valuelabeledas being the
laden term impliesthat suchlanguageskills are clearlymore desirableand
valuable than other usesof language.Severalstudiesof languageneeds
carried out in a number of countrieshave shown that the skill peopleneed
most after high schoolis a good readingknowledgeof a secondor foreign
language.Conversationalskills are usefulbut so are other languageskills.
There is no reason, in principle, why oral interaction skills should be
"natural" and why successin that areashould
accordedthe statusof being
be the ultimate criterion of secondlanguageteachingand learning.
Second,the authorsassumethat thereis a sharpdichotomy betweentwo
languagedata and arrives
The Organizerprocesses
levelsof consciousness:
the
exposureto languageis
at rules in a totally subconsciousway when
"natural" with focus on meaning,whereasthe Monitor operateswhen the
focus is on the acquisitionof rulesand norms (formal exposure).There is,
h o w ever, no reason to assume that there are onl y tw o levels of
which are not even on speakingterms with one another.
consciousness
Thus, for instance, in Soviet psychology and psycholinguistics(e.g.,
Leontev 1975) it is assumed that there are at least four levels of
current (focal) awareness,consciouscontrol, unconscious
consciousness:
Any aspectof languagecan be the object
control, and nonconsciousness.
of focal awareness,dependingon the situation, the context, and the task.
Also, the levelsare very much on speakingtermswith eachother: Elements
and units of verbal thought and utterance can fluctuate between all four
levels, depending on the motives and goals of a person'sactivity. One
would have thought that there is enough evidencein severaldisciplinesto
"Both. . . and"
serveas a warning againstpositing sucha strict dichotomy.
"either.
. . or" (see, for
is usually a more reasonableassumption than
instance,Carroll 197l).
as
Third, the authors assumethat there should be asclosea resemblance
p o ssi bl e betw een out-of-school l anguage acqui si ti on and in- school
languageacquisition. Thus, for instance,sincechildren often have a silent
period before they start using theL2 in a foreign environment, sucha silent
period ought to be introduced into classroom teaching.Out-of-school
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"natural" and therefore worth emulating. This
language acquisition is
assumption is held by severalother researchersin other disciplines(for
instance,writing instruction and research).This begsthe question,Why
"natural life" is so effectiveand
should we have schoolsin the first placeif
efficient that it should be taken as a model? Why not just let everybody
"school of life'? It is seldomaskedwhetherthe reversemight be
attend the
the case:The schools'justification and strengthmay lie just in the fact that
they do not imitate "natural life" but do many things in a different way. It
might evenbe claimedthat the classroomis a uniqueenvironmentand that
teachingand learning in a classroomsettingshould begin from its unique
strengths,pay attentionto its inherentlimitations,and derivea program of
activitieson the basis of such an analysis,rather than uncritically try to
"natural" environment.
borrow activitiesfrom the

Problematic Claims
Language Two makesseveralquestionableclaims, two of which will be
dealt with here. One pertains to the alleged superiority of children as
languageacquirers,the other is related to languagetransfer.
The authors state that the "belief that children are better at language
acquisition than adults is supported by both scientific and anecdotal
of children and
evidence"(p. 78). In comparing the relativeeffectiveness
morphology
syntax,
the
authors
state,however,
and
adults in learningL2
that adults seemto progressfaster, especiallyin the very early stages(p.
84). They advance biological factors (developmentof cerebral
dominance),cognitive factors (more mature cognitive systemincluding
meta-awarenessof language),and differencesin languageenvironment as
possible reasonsfor early advantagefor adults but later superiority by
children who acquire the new languagesystemunconsciously.Affective
"reverse"effect due to adults'heiehtenedselffactors are said to have a
consciousness.
Let us try to analyzethis claim in some detail and seeto what extent
there is evidenceto support the statementthat adults may be more rapid in
acquiring an L2 in the beginning but that, ultimately, children surpass
them.
The very thesis,often statedand stronglysupportedby the authors,that
children are exceptionally good at language acquisition should be
subjectedto a critical analysis.Is it really so if we take engagedtime into
account?Severalscholarshave addressedthe adult-childsuperiorityissue,
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but let us just quote Jakobovits( 1968)sincehe qualifiesas having worked
"real" scientific
during the exciting past twenty yearswhen there has been
work done in this area.Jakobovitsestimatedthat a child spendssome3000
hours on learning the basicstructuresof Ll and is then 3.5 to 4 yearsold.
His vocabulary is then about 1500 to 2500 words according to several
studies.Is this so remarkable?Studentsin schoolsettingsusuallyhavetwo
to four lessonsa week and altogetheronly a few hundred hours of contact
with a secondor foreign language(e.9.,Carroll 1975;Lewis and Massad
1975).Thus, for instance,in the Finnish comprehensiveschoolmost of the
studentswho study Englishhaveabout 450 clock hours in the classroomto
cover the basicgrammar and be exposedto some2000words. The present
author estimatedthat he developedan active vocabulary of about 10,000
English words in three yearsfrom age l5 to 18,spendingsome700 to 900
hours on the task (and learningabout the samenumber of Swedishwords,
some 1500to 2000 German words, and about 800 to 1000Latin words as
well as the basicgrammar of all theselanguages).Researchcarried out by
the presentwriter and his colleaguesin the Finnish comprehensiveschool
in the early 1970sshowedthat older studentswho had studiedthree years
of English (total number of lessonsabout 225 clock hours, from age 14 to
l6) learnedabout the sameamount of English in half the time as students
who had read English sevenyears but started younger (total number of
lessonsabout 450 clock hours, from age9 to l6). This finding has been
re pl i cated several ti mes. The tests covered readi ng and list ening
comprehension,grammar, and vocabulary. Similar results have been
obtained in severalother countries(e.g.,Burstall et al. 1974;Carroll 19751,
K a ul fers l 95l ; Lew i s and Massad 1975).
There area number of reasonswhy a young child and an adult may have
very different ratios of time engaged in L2 activities when they find
themselvesin an L2 environment.A young child may often be in a highly
L2-saturatedenvironment (L2 accompaniesother activities),whereasan
adult may spend time in keeping in touch with Ll through reading and
writing, or he or shemay be doing physicalwork which is not accompanied
by any language,or, if it is, this may be covert verbal thought in Ll.
Another related factor may be the effect of school: School is a verbal
environmentpar excellence.It is a talking, reading,speaking,and writing
shop.The youngerthe child comesto a foreignenvironment,the longerhe
or she will be participating in this language-saturatedenvironment,
receivingregularinstructionnot only via L2butalso on L2. Schooland the
peer group reward nonnative speakers(and also speakersof nonstandard
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for approximating the norms of their variety of L2 and expect
suchapproximation, whereasfew peopleoutsideof a schoolsettingwould
presume to expect that a foreign adult should stop sounding "funny."
Adults are allowed choices whereas children and youth are captive
audiencesfor "socialization,"including languagesocialization,by peers
and by the school.
Thus, before any claimsare made about children learningthe syntax of
L2 fasterafter the initial period is over, thereshould be a carefulcontrol of
time actuallyengagedin L2 use,internal as well as external(covert as well
as overt). lt is not enough to account only for length of residencein a
foreign environment. That may be a seriously biased proxy for actual
engagedtime. It should be known what proportion of that time is actually
devoted to active cognitive contact with L2. After all, in physics,rate is
measuredby dividing distanceby time; rate in L2 learning/acquisition
should be measuredby relating level of proficiency to amount of time
engagedin specificallyL2 octivity. This method should be usednot only in
studyingthe rate of learningin the early stagesbut should be appliedacross
the board. Similarly, it would probably also be necessaryto control the
degree of reinforcement that children and adults receive from the
environment.Thus, it can be conjecturedthat for most young learnersof
L2 in a foreign environmentthere are certainsocialpressuresand rewards
that induce them to engagefrequently inL2 activity and do so as well as
they can. Thus, children may be "performing at the levelof their capacity,"
whereasadults may only be operatingat the level that they chooseto be
sati sfi ed w i th. Thi s may be far removed from thei r capacit y, as
Suggestopaedia
and other forms of intensiveL2 teachinghave purported
to show (e.9., Leontev l 98l ). A s far as I can j udge, D ul a y, Bur t , and
Krashendo not clearlyindicatewhethertheir domain of discourserefersto
what children and adults can do or what they will do.
Let us now take up personalitytraits as explanatoryfactors.on page75,
the authors statethat "self-confidentpeople. . . are likely to put themselves
in learning situations and to do thrs repeatedly"[emphasisadded]. The
implications of this interesting observation are not developedfurther.
What does the statementimply? Implicit in it is the notion that "passive"
personalitytraits as such do not explain anything. It is through engaged
cognitive activity (covert and overt) that learning takes place and
personality traits may only be correlated with degreeof languageactivity.
They do not explain languageacquisitionand learningin any real senseof
the word. Thus, in terms of the standard statistical method of path
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analysis,personalityfactors are not likely to have a direct causallink with
language performance. Their effect is more likely to be mediated by the
degreeand type of engagedcognitiveactivity. It would, therefore,seemto
be more important to study the relationshipbetweenvarious personality
factors and cognitiveactivity than the link betweenpersonalityfactorsand
languageperformance.If we knew more about the former relationship,we
might be able to foster L2 learningand acquisitionnot only thanks ro but
also irz spite o/ personality factors.
Before leaving this topic, it is worth pointing out that there is an
extensivebody of literature on the effect that various factors have on
learning outcomes.Constructssuch as opportunity to learn (OTL), time
on task (TOT), or engagedtime are among the most important factors
(e.g., Rosenshine,in press).There is no reasonwhy they should not be
important rn L2 acquisition and learning as well.
The other problematic claim in Language Two is relatedto transfer.The
authors maintain that there is little significant transfer (the effect of
previousknowledgeon a new learningsituation)and that thereexistsonly
a b ehavi ori stexpl anati onof thi s phenomenon(p. l 0l ). B oth claim sar e
i n accurate. There exi sts a si zabl e body of l i terature i n cognit ive
psychology-going back to Binet at the turn of the century and to Bartlett
in the 1930s,not to mention the wealth of recentwork in schematheoryabout the positive and interfering effect of earlier knowledge,
expectations,and point of view (including cross-culturaldifferences)on
the encoding,storage,and retrieval of verbal information.
It should not be assumedthat L2 would not benefitfrom what is being
done in such neighboring fields nor should it be assumed that
psychologicalresearchremains in its behavioristicstage (for a relevant
discussionof suchassumptionsand using labeling-"behavioristic"-as a
method of avoiding the trouble of getting acquainted with potentially
relevantliteratureand making a critical analysisof a problem, seeCarroll

t e 7t ) .
Problematic Omissions
One of the most puzzling and worrisome features of Language Two rs
that in spite of its concernin building a generaltheory of L2 acquisition,it
almost totally neglects the vast amount of work done in cognitive
psychology on memory, cognitive processes,metacognitive strategies,
schematheory. Such work is neglectedat a heavy cost.
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Another puzzleis that work done in some other languageareasis also
almost totally neglected.What messageis beingconveyedto the profession
and what credibility can be claimed for statements concerning the
importanceof bilingual education,foreign languageteachingand learning
in some parts of the world, when L2 theoristsonly cite material published
in Ll and even that selectivelyin terms of the historicaland geographical
dimensions?To illustratethis, I believethat the L2 professionsufferswhen
work done in countriessuch as Belgium,the Netherlands,and the Soviet
Union is not consideredin syntheses.Vygotsky's classicwork Language
and Thought (originally published in 1934and in English translation in
1962) contains insightful views on Ll acquisition and a section on L2
learning,much of which is diametricallyopposedto the view suggestedin
LanguageTwo. Similarly, the very comprehensivepsycholinguistictheory
of A .A . Leontev(ori gi nal l ypubl i shedi n 1969and i n Germant r anslat ionin
1975),his review of learning Russianas a secondlanguage(1973),and a
more recent work (Leontev l98l) are not touched upon and yet these
works are surely major recent contributions to language learning and
acquisition,measuredby any criteria.
In addition to theseomissionsof broad areasof research,thereare other
puzzlingomissions.The book containsa referenceto Carroll's 1968article
where he, in discussingsome aspectsof cognitivecode-learningmethod,
suggeststhat "once the student has a proper degreeof cognitive control
over the structuresof language,facility will developautomaticallywith the
use of the languagein meaningful situations." The authors dismissthe
notion that explicit rule knowledgemust precedefluent use of language,
which is hardly what Carroll meant. This is evident from Carroll's
discussionof "rules" and "habits" in a more comprehensivereviewarticle
in 1971.The articleis as relevanttoday as it was when it wasfirst published.
Anyone who wants to make an informed judgment of Language Two
would do well to reread that article (cf. also Leontev l98l:4147).
There is no spacedevotedto discussingthe role of memory. Are we to
assumefrom this that it is not an important considerationin language
acquisitionor that memory works in the sameway in both Ll andL2? It
seemsstrangethat a modern book which frequently refersto cognitive
processingdoesnot dealwith memory asan important part of the theory of
verbal activity.
Similarly, there is virtually no spacegiven to vocabularylearning.Yet,
vocabularyknowledgeis known to be the singlebestpredictorof discourse
comprehension(e.g.,Anderson and Freebody 1979).Personalexperience
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that oncethe relatively
alone in learningseveralforeign languagessuggests
is
over,
the building up of an
limited task of learningthe basic structures
adequate vocabulary (e.g., formulas, idioms, collocations) is a neverending task.

Problematic Methodological Procedures
The greatest methodological problem with Language Two is the
authors' frequent attempts to dismissdata that are not in line with their
"There
views. This method is well illustratedby the following quotation:
are indications that interlingual errors are occasionedby at least two
environmentalfactors: (l) conditions that result in prematureuse of L2,
and (2\ certain elicitation tasks" (p. 108). But surely this is circular. In
effect,the authors maintain that ( I ) interlingualerrorswill not occurwhen
studentshavehad time enoughto masterL2 well enough(completely?)and
(2) interlingual errors do not occur if you exclude situationswhere they
might occur. Essentiallythesestatementscontaina tautology:Interlingual
errors do not occur if you fix the situation so that they do not (cannot)
occur!
Another questionablemethodologicalprocedure is illustrated by the
following statements:
The new phonology is built up using Ll phonology as a base. Becausethe L2 learner
alreadl,has an Lt phonolog.y, and usesrt as a foundation for further learning,the learner's
L 2 s p e e c hw i l l h a v e a s u b s t r a t u mo f L l s o u n d t . . . ( n . l l 2 ) . I n n e i t h e rc h i l d n o r a d u l t L 2
p e r f o r m a n c ed o t h e m a j o r i t y o f t h e g r a m m a t i c a le r r o r s r e f l e c t t h e l e a r n e r s ' L l . ( p . 9 7 ;
e m p h a s i sa d d e d )

Still, the L2learner has not only the Ll phonology but also Ll syntax,
which he or she,by the sametoken, could useas a foundation for further
learningof L2 syntax. Assumingthat the observationby Dulay, Burt, and
Krashen is correct, it is odd that no explanation is offered for this
remarkabledifferenceand that it does not bother the authors that in one
case they cite the prior existenceof Ll rules (knowledge, habits, or
")
whatever term one wishesto use)aSan explanotion ("Because. . . and in
another casethey explicitly deny that the phenomenon exists and thus
reject the same explanation.
There are many indicationsthat Dulay, Burt, and Krashentake pride in
"basic" research
who are involved in
belonging to a group of researchers
and clearly seem to advocate that the theory of L2 teaching should be
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developedon the basis of scientificallysound basic researchrather
than
"suspect"
applied research.This scientificorientation is revealedby their
discussionof L2 researchmethodology and their stricturesagainst
some
researcherswho, in their opinion, are not careful enough in their
designs
and methods. with such professedinterest-and surely
implied
competence-in researchmethodologyone would haveexpected
that such
conflicting generalizationsare subjectedto an attempt to explain
them
accordingto some consistentprinciple (theory). As Dewey,
among other
philosophersof science,has pointed out, facts are nothing
as such.They
ought to be interpreted and explained in order to be evenaccepted
as facts.
Another peculiar methodological procedure is that although
Dulay,
Burt, and Krashen often find that they have to qualify
their
generalizations,
this is typically done by way of footnotes.For instance.on
page 40, after stating that learners will hear structuresthat
they are ready
to process,increasing the chancesthat they will be able to
attend to
processingthem, they admit in a footnote that "It is importan
r [emphasis
added] to distinguish at least two different ways in which a language
learnermight usea structurein speech:I ) asa productiverule that
hasbeen
integrated into the learner's target language grammar; and
2) as an
unanalyzedfragment." Later on they are more willing to take into
account
type 2 but still label it a "special construction" (pp. 233-242).
It is a commonplacein the philosophy of sciencethat a new theory,
or at
least a better theory, ought to be able to explain a greater number
of
phenomenathan earlier theories.It should integrateall
extant findings
into a consistentsystem of constructsand concepts.Dulay, Burt,
and
Krashen do exactly the opposite: They label certain forms of
language
activity as "natural" (and the others, by implication, ,.unnatural,,)
and
considerother than structuredor unstructuredconversations
as elicitation
forms to suffer from "serious methodologicalflaws" (p. 103, fn.
7), and
thus dismisstheir divergentfindings as irrelevantfor theory or
at leastfor
their theory. The authors'theory is thus a limited theory and yet it reads
as
if it were meant to be taken as a comprehensiveone (cf. the title
of the
book). It is not immediately obvious why a limited theory should
be
preferredto a broaderone,which doesnot confer honorifics
to someforms
of language activity but which simply tries to describeand expla
in all
forms of language activity.
To conclude this section, the methodological procedure adopted
by
Dulay' Burt, and Krashenremindsone of the behaviorof some
characters
in Gilbert and Sullivan. Admissions of exceptions,often in footnotes,
resemblethe behavior of Captain Corcoran in H.M.S. Pinafore. Heboasts
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that he is never sick at seaand that he neverusesbad language.When the
"What never?"the Captain admits that
crew twice asks him incredulously
"hardly
ever" does such things. Dismissingdivergentfindings, again,
he
reminds one of Ko-Ko, the Lord High Executioner(in The Mikado), who
has"got a little list of socialoffenderswho might well be undergroundand
who neverwould be missed."Like Ko-Ko and the Mikado himself,who is
"letting punishmentfit the
trying his bestto achievehis high goal in life in
crime," Dulay, Burt, and Krashen seem intent on making data fit the
and data,suggestingthat
theory and dismissingto limbo someresearchers
opera does not work in
in
comic
they will not be missed.What works
science.Real advance in L2 researchis possibleonly when all reliably
observeddata are acceptedas data illustrating the complex nature of
languageactivity. The proper task of L2 theory is to give an accountof all
forms of languageperformance as they appear in different circumstances
in responseto different task parameters.

Some Alternative Lines of Research
It can be argued that one of the reasonswhy so much of recent L2
acquisition research is of limited interest and use to the L2 teaching
profession(cf. the focus on first grammatical morphemes)is that it is so
dominated by a basically linguistic foundation. This is not to say that
researchersshould not have a good grasp of the structuralcharacteristics
of language.At least as important as studying the forms of language,
however,is studyingwhat studentscan do with their languagein socialand
academicsituations.We are not usually interestedonly in what students
can do on lang:uagebut also with language.
This meansthat it is important to pay sufficientattention to languageas
a form of human activity. Teachersand researchersshould be familiar with
the socialand psychologicalcharacteristicsof human activity (its motives,
aims, structure,etc.) and how theseare manifestedin linguisticactivity.
to try to elucidatethe unique featuresof educational
Finally, it is necessary
activity. In sum, L2 researchshould be more psychological,sociological,
and pedagogicalin character(in terms of its researchquestions,levelsand
units of analysis,etc.) and be lessoccupiedwith linguistic elementsand
th at t he idea
u n its. Leontev(1973,1981)i s probabl yri ght w henhe suggests
of building modelsof speakerand heareras linguisticallyorientedmodels
is basedon a misconceptionand that no linguistic model can adequately
carried out by the speakerand the listener.
interpret real mental processes
diverge from the ethos and procedures
of
which
Several things, many
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espousedby Dulay, Burt, and Krashen, needto be done in order to make
L2 researchmore relevant to L2 teachingand learning.
The implicit ideathat a generaltheory of L2 teachingand learninghasto
be developedmainly on the basis of researchon Ll acquisition and L2
"natural"
acquisition which observesand measuresperformance in a
"natural"
manner and after
exposureto language,is questionableor at
least limited. There is no need for researchersto limit themselvesto this
essentiallyPiagetiantype of study. It is equally,if not more, important to
do researchin the Vygotskian manner. This means that one would not
limit oneselfto studying the establisheddevelopmentallevel by having
studentsacquire languageessentiallyon their own ("naturally" through
the subconsciousfunctioning of the organizer) but would study what
children can do with the problem-solvingapproach and developmentfostering arrangements.Vygotsky advocatedsuch an approach,because
'owhata child can do with assistance
today shewill be able to do by herself
tomorrow " (V ygotsky 1978:85).More than fi fty years a go Vygot sky
"zone of proximal develop6snl"-yyhich of
formulated the notion of the
course is what the celebratedi + I recapitulates-according to which
teachinghas to setits sightson tomorrow and learninghasto be in advance
of development(acquisition?),while the latter reflectsonly the state of
affairs as it was yesterdayor is today.
Deriving from one of the basicpremisesof education,namely,beliefin
the possibility of fostering student development through teaching and
learning (utilizing the Vygotskian notion of the zone of proximal
development), we should seriously question absolute statementslike
"Correction of grammaticalerrors doesnot help studentsavoid mistakes"
(p. 253),so typi cal of the authorsbut by no meansl i mi ted t o t hem alone.
as hypotheses,not as
Educatorsshould take suchstatementsaschallenges,
proven facts. Surely some studentsexpecterror correctionand similarly
surely some studentsbenefit from them. Thus the interestingquestionis,
What are they doing which makesthem benefitfrom error correctionand
why do they welcome it? Could such exceptionsbe made into a distinct
majority?
The problem with statementslike the one quoted above is that they are
too broad. If we take it literally,logicallyspeakingfinding one studentwho
benefitsfrom error correctionwould refutethe statement.In science,most
statements are more reasonabl y couched i n terms of st at ist ical
probabilities.A more appropriate statementwould, therefore,be "Error
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correction methods in their presentform do not typically help students
a v oi d mi stakes."
The statement,whetherin its original strong form or in its weakerform,
should not be seenas an end to the chapter on error correction but as a
beginning. Error correction should be problematized.What is its logic?
What are the necessaryand sufficient conditions for its effectiveness?
Asking such questionsis almost answeringthem. Obviouslywhat matters,
in the final instance,is not only that thereis overt,externalerror correction
available to students,but what-if anything-happens in the students'
minds. We know from psychology (cf. Carroll 197l) that a nominal
stimulus is by no meansalwaysa functional stimulus.We also know that
students have to reconstruct tasks to fit their mental representations.
Pedagogicalingenuity ought to be used to come up with a variety of
possibleways of fostering students'active processingof corrections(in
spite of Dulay, Burt, and Krashen'sstricturesagainstconsciouslearning),
and make this processingsomehowvisible to both studentsand teachers.
Typically, this meansthat studentshaveto do somethingshowingthat they
canapply the principle(rule) in a new task.Another complementaryway is
to encouragestudentsto diagnosein their own words what their "bug" in
the rule application was and what needsto be done to produce a correct
answer (i.e., fostering meta-knowledge).
An exciting researchprogram awaits researcherswishing to study the
role and forms of feedback as a form of fostering meta-knowledge.
Researcherswishing to do researchthat is immediately relevant to L2
teaching and learning could, in fact, do worse than look at similar
statementsand recommendationsin this book (especiallythose beginning
with "don't) and rather than accepting them as facts treat them as
provisionalfacts,problematizethem, and start seriousconceptualwork on
the phenomenon.Why should it be so?What internal processesmust be
assumed to account for such a state of affairs? Are such processes
inevitableor artifactsof a particular situation and task?If processes
are at
leastto some extent malleable,what would be various ways of modifying
them? What is the minimum reasonabletime of "treatment" before a
modified process can be assumed to have stabilized so that effect
measurementis sensible?What can we learn from student performance
during the processtowards stabilizedprocessing?How should treatment
effectsbe measuredso that measurementis sensitiveto changeand also
valid and reliable? Thinking about such questions would discourage
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hastily planned and sloppily executedstudies.Researchon L2 has had
more than its fair shareof such studiesand they are of very questionable
value.
Fortunately, there is no need to start from scratch.There are several
excellentstudiesreported-mainly within Ll research-for instance,on
how students learn from text and how text characteristicsinfluence
memory and comprehension.There are also a number of exemplary
empirical studieswhich have successfullyinfluenced students'cognitive
strategiesand have led to significant improvements in learning. L2
would benefitgreatly by beingfamiliar with recentresearchon
researchers
in
memory for verbal material (constructiveand reconstructiveprocesses
theory,
methods
of
analyzing
text
grammar,
schema
memory), story
characteristics,and experimental and observationalstudies of various
classroomtechniques.There is a wealth of interestingand useful articles
publishedin recentyearsin journals such as R.eadingResearchQuarterly,
Journal of Educational Psychology, Cognitive Psychology,Journal of
Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, and Review of Educational
Research,to mention just a few.
A basic tenet of the new approach is that a relevant theory of L2
acquisition/learning can be developed by operating with meaningful
elementsof L2 curriculum usedin normal classroomteaching.A theory of
L2 teachingand learning that is immediately relevant to the L2 profession
can-and probably should-be developed by operating direcl/-', with
various aspectsof the classroomteaching-learningsetting (rather than
extrapolatingfrom so-calledbasicresearch,which often seemsto shun the
classroom):by studying changesin languageperformancebrought about
by different arrangements of teaching octivities, student activities, the
A
characteristicsof the linguistic material, and their complex interac'tiorzs.
theory of L2 teachingand learningis bestdevelopedon the basisof direct
work that tries to understandthe specificcharacteristicsthat distinguish
the teaching and learning activity from other types of activity and the
school community from other types of communities.
Thus, for instance,in developinga theory of how studentsprocessL2
text (heard, read, produced in dialogueor by monologue),it is crucial to
understandhow the great number of variablesinvolved in sucha situation
can be manipulatedon a principled basis.A thorough knowledgeof text
and of ways of
characteristics,of cognitive and metacognitiveprocesses,
influencing them, of ways of measuringvarious levelsof understanding,
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etc., is needed.Such an approachis immediatelyrelevantfor L2 teaching,
since"texts" are the most common units on which all teachine.includins
L2 teaching, and learning operates.
It should be obvious from the foregoingthat experimentalstudiesof the
typessuggestedabove needto be very carefullyplanned.There is no point
in going to a classwith a "treatment" that is not basedon state-of-the-art
knowledgeand methodologicaltools. It should not be assumedthat this
knowledgeand thesemethods are solely to be found in L2literature. On
the contrary, optimal advanceinL2 researchis possibleonly if it maintains
c l o s e l i n k s w i t h m o t h e r - t o n g u e r e s e a r c h ,c o g n i t i v e r e s e a r c h ,a n d
educationalresearchin general.L2 researchcannot and neednot do all the
necessarytheoreticalwork on its own. Although L2 teachingand learning
differ on severalpoints from teachingand learningin other subjects,there
are still quite a few similaritieswhich make careful extrapolation from
related fields possibleand useful.
In conclusion, it would be difficult to score Language Two using a
holistic scoring method. on an analytic scheme,it undoubtedly getshigh
marks for the orgamzationand presentationof content and for taking the
audienceinto account.But when it comesto the quality and scopeof ideas,
it does not rate as highly. Thus, when we make an overall judgment, it
dependson whether one valuesform or content. Languoge Two fulfills the
Griceanmaxim of clarity very well and it is alsofairly informative,but as I
have tried to show, one can wonder on severalpoints about its truthfulness
(accuracy)and about its relevance,not only for L2 teachersbut also for the
theory of L2 teachingand learning/acquisition.
Borrowing a term from the book, it is a "flawed" book. contrary to the
claim that most of our knowledge of how people learn languagesstems
from work done during the past twenty years,it is embarrassingto note
that Languoge Two contains few insights that were not mentioned by
peoplelike Erasmus,Milton, Pestalozzi,and others,and more recentlyby
Carroll (1963)in his theory of school learning.It can be conjecturedthat
the authors have two options in their further work: either they make new
advancesin the art of footnoting to cope with the objectionsand counterevidencebound to accumulatedue to the limited scopeof the theory or
they go back to the drawing board and try to accountfor all manifestations
of languageactivity, "natural".and otherwise.It can also be conjectured
that a more promising line of research is one that takes a more
psychological, sociological, and pedagogical view of L2 learning and
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teaching,one that studiesteachingand learning activitiesdirectly as they
manifestthemselvesin the classroom,and one that addresses
actual units
of the foreign/ secondlanguagecurriculum.
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